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Tis hermeneutic phenomenological study illustrates the value of key aspects of interpretative hermeneutics for illuminating the
time shared between patients and students in forensic unit for men carrying a personality disorder diagnosis through interviews.
Te participants were being-with in their own time and space, sharing ordinary activities and common interests, and having
a laugh, ultimately making enduring connections. Tis was despite experiences of thrownness into the world, ward landscapes, or
the bearing of diagnostic labels. Students experienced a balance between therapeuticness (leaping-ahead) and professionalism
(leaping-in). Tey were immune to the relational vacuum of the ward ofce and were viewed as “sponges”, refecting their
availability to patients, as opposed to other staf occupying more distant, identity defning set roles. On transition to fully fedged
staf roles, students can become holders of keys, but can weather the ride by treasuring the everyday mundane, being-with and
connecting with patients. Tis temporality of student-patient’s relationships encompasses mutual recognition of shared hu-
manness. Tis hermeneutic phenomenological study uniquely explores the time shared between patients and students in forensic
settings. Learnings from their experiences as illuminated using philosophical notions aid our understanding of this time to ensure
focus on human connection.

1. Background

Across the globe, individuals studying to become registered
mental health nurses across a variety of courses spend
a substantial amount of their time allocated to clinical
placements, including forensic units. Tese include low,
medium, and high secure/forensic services (each increasing
in physical, procedural, and relational security) as well as
step down services and community specialist forensic teams.
Forensic services have diferent security levels, risk assess-
ments, and related management strategies compared to local
acute mental health units [1, 2]. Patients are admitted to
forensic units due to needing additional support levels of
physical and relational security not available mainstream
services [2, 3]. Not all people detained in forensic units have
been through the criminal justice system but the majority in
high and medium security units will have been. Students on

such placements share time with and support patients,
carrying various diagnoses, including personality disorder.
“Patients” will be used throughout for consistency and
refecting the terminology used by the participants in this
study. Tere is no term that suits everyone, and each has
limitations, hence the decision to be led by the participants.

Troughout we have chosen not to abbreviate person-
ality disorder to “PD” as it is a further demonstration of
othering often experienced for people with the diagnosis.
Personality disorder is a diagnosis attracting particular
criticism due to associated stigma, exclusion, and trauma/
retraumatisation [4–7]. Conversely, having a diagnosis can
enable access to appropriate services, helpful treatment, or
welfare benefts [6, 8, 9] or help explain otherwise in-
explicable feelings or responses [4, 10]. However, many
argue that formulation is a more useful tool than simple
diagnosis [11, 12], though this can also be open to criticism
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[13]. Formulation is a process of attempting to understand
the person, their past experiences, and infuences that impact
on their present [12], hence the links to Heidegger’s term
thrownness. Mental distress, however categorised, can be
seen as an understandable response to adverse experiences
such as trauma [14–16]. Moving on from outdated views of
personality disorders being incurable [17], trauma-informed
approaches support compassionate ways of working to
support individuals developing their abilities to reduce
threat systems [18], focusing on safety as a core target of
therapeutic relationships [18].

Tis article ofers a unique contribution by exploring the
experiences of patients and students who share time together
in forensic units. Students represent the present and future
of nursing, often having greater patient contact than reg-
istered nurses [19, 20], and this is appreciated by patients
[19–22]. Nursing education across the globe has unique
elements, for example, in some countries, students study
a generic nursing programme rather than in specifc felds of
adult, child, learning disability, and mental health (as in the
UK) [23]. Student mental health nurses in the UK complete
the minimum of a bachelor’s degree and also the pro-
fessional qualifcation of registered nurse by meeting the
professional standards set by the Nursing and Midwifery
Council [24]. Such courses explore medical, trauma-
informed, and recovery-oriented approaches to care.

Previous research focuses on attitudes and therapeutic
relationships [25], rather than the temporality of shared
contact. Patients in forensic services with personality dis-
order diagnoses can be the most stigmatised group in mental
health care and exploration of their experiences lacking
[26, 27], these must be shared.

2. Philosophical Approach

Tis research is grounded in hermeneutic phenomenology,
with the aim to “illuminate the lived experiences of the time
patients and student mental health nurses share together on
medium forensic personality disorder units for men.” Te
study is the frst author’s doctoral research, supervised by
second and third authors [28]. Te data that support the
fndings of this study are available from the corresponding
author upon reasonable request. As interpretive beings, we
are always already there [29], and we constantly construct
meaning through engagement with the world [30, 31].
Hence, the paradigm is interpretivism, aligning with the
interpretive nature of nursing [32].

2.1. Refexivity and Researcher Situatedness. Refexivity was
central to this hermeneutic study. It was a constant process,
“a hermeneutic circle in itself” [30]. Neglecting refexivity
fails to acknowledge Dasein’s embeddedness in the world
[33]. Heidegger raised “the question of the meaning of
being” [29]. Dasein is the notion of the existence of being. It
means “being-there”, being present, or “being-in-the-
world”, which is interlinked/joined [34]. Tere is no sepa-
rating Dasein and the world [30]. Dasein exists because we
ask, and we already possess an understanding of being [35].

Dasein is interconnected with the world and being-in-the-
world temporally [29, 35]. As described by Heidegger [29],
“Tis entity which each of us is himself and which includes
inquiring as one of the possibilities of its Being, we shall
denote by the term ‘Dasein’”.

Mental health nurses lean to more qualitative research
methodologies [36]. My (frst author) way of thinking
guided my research choice [30], or as Smythe [37] states the
methodology chooses you. Nurses form interpersonal re-
lationships with patients in an attempt to gain a sense of
their world and use themselves in their role [38, 39], and they
accept the uncertainty and individuality of the patients they
work with, akin to a hermeneutic phenomenological ap-
proach [36, 40]. Ontological hermeneutics, in particular,
merits being at the heart of mental health nursing which
aims to understand the very being of people [41, 42].

Our historical and cultural situatedness of our social en-
vironment is important to hermeneutic understanding [43].
Hence, I (frst author) have supported people carrying a per-
sonality disorder diagnosis and spent time with patients as
a student and nurse, and then since supported students. Te
second and third authors have also supported patients in their
role as mental health nurses, each observing the importance of
therapeutic relationships for people carrying a personality
disorder. Given our preunderstandings, reduction is impos-
sible [29], necessitating an interpretive approach.

2.2. Ethical Considerations. Ethical approval was granted.
Conducting research in forensic settings presents unique
ethical considerations, including containment and re-
strictions [44–46]. It was additionally essential to ac-
knowledge the vulnerability of students [47] and therefore
ensure support for all participants following the interviews
should they have needed and clear participation information
and written consent forms. Although support from the care
team or practice assessors was available following the in-
terviews, this was not needed.

2.3.Methods. Sampling in hermeneutics is always purposive
as it is essential the participants have had the experience of
interest [30]. Seven patients (David, Fred, George, Jasper,
Leo, Mike, and Steven) and fve student mental health nurses
(Bella, Hollie, Julie, Molly, and Oliver) participated in un-
structured hermeneutic interviews across two medium fo-
rensic units: one independent and one NHS. Both units
identifed as specialist personality disorder units with input
frommultidisciplinary teams including nursing, psychology,
social work, psychiatry, and occupational therapy. All stu-
dents were in their fnal year of the BSc in mental health
nursing.Tey were on placement at the time of interviewing,
and their placement length was variable. Pseudonyms are
used to enrich the fndings and emphasise human sit-
uatedness of the research [30, 43].

2.4. Analysis. Tis study draws upon Heideggerian notions
to illuminate experiences, without asserting absolute truth.
Te analysis was an iterative process, transcripts were read
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and re-read, recordings listened to, considered, and then
refected upon and subsequent themes were developed. Te
frst author lead on the analysis, with input from the second
and third author, including the consistent use of regular
supervisory meetings to discuss analysis. Conclusions in
hermeneutic phenomenological research are not fnal or
fxed, new interpretations can emerge over time [48], we are
never experts in hermeneutic phenomenology, and we are
always becoming [30, 49]. Researchers must wait patiently
(or dwell) and tolerate the uncertainty and woolly nature of
analysis [50]. Hermeneutic research gives wonder and
openness and is unbounded, which can feel unnerving,
messy, and unstructured [51, 52].

3. Findings

Here the fndings are presented from patients and students,
discussed together, aligned with exploration of the partici-
pants’ time, and shared together. Key Heideggerian notions
resonating with the fndings are explored in the discussion.
Exploration of the impact of patients and student mental
health nurses sharing time together in forensic units is
published in [54] (In Press).

Tis pictorial representation depicts the fndings visu-
ally; the student and the patient are at the centre and their
shared time in a bubble. Tey experience “everyday” talk,
and they “have a laugh” and connect over common interests
showing they are “just people” and have value. Identity,
physical time, comparisons, and other staf all infuence this,
in addition to the surrounding landscape of routines,
boundaries, and diagnosis (see Figure 1).

3.1. Just Being Around. Te students and patients mutually
infuenced and supported each other, learning and con-
necting through shared time and everyday activities, such as
“just being around” (George), “having a laugh” (David,
George, Hollie, Jasper, Julie, Leo, Molly, Oliver (student),
and Steven), and bonding over common interests:

[We talk about] really trivial stuf. . . like television and
music. We’ve spoken about animals. Like things they have
in common. A lot of the patients where I am have tattoos
and I have tattoos, it’s just conversations about that.
(Molly, student)

Both patients and students emphasised the importance
of doing “normal stuf” (Steven) which included watching
television, engaging in various activities, and just talking. By
just being together; being there; and doing everyday stuf the
students appeared to help the patients feel human, feel
“normal” (Jasper) by escaping reality and coping in
a stressful yet boring place. For the patients it was “just nice”
(David and George) being together doing everyday stuf
despite being in a forensic unit. For the students, it was nice
to just chat to patients and watch television with them to get
to know them.

For Jasper, “chit chats” were about “pretty standard” stuf
and “nothing super heavy”, yet they made him feel more
positive about his future, highlighting that he could spend
time with people who were from outside the unit and have
similar interests with them, despite him being an inpatient.

Sharing time together was something that felt “normal”
(Hollie, Oliver (student), and Steven), like having a laugh
which showed the connections they had as humans together.
Humour stood out as an essential aspect of Leo’s experi-
ences, as he refected on funny experiences:

“Tey’re laughing and I’m laughing and she’s laughing,
I’m laughing at them, I’m laughing at her. . . Oh, it was
funny. But, I miss her. . . We all miss her because she was
a fantastic nurse. She had me in stitches. I had her in
stitches. . .” (Leo, patient)

Te time they shared just being together doing “everyday
stuf” and “having a laugh” was a gift and made both patients
and students feel valued. Steven depicts the complexity of
time, in that although measured time is shorter, the sense of
time is infnite based on the connections made:

“It just feels as though, once you get talking, that you’ve
know them a long time even though you might have only
known them a couple of hours.” (Steven, patient)

3.2. “We’re JustPeople”. Te students and patients bonded or
“click[ed]” (Steven) with each other through connections
they made with their common interests and recognised each
other as “just people” (Fred and Jasper). Tis was important
for the patients who rejected their label:

“I mean, a patient is just a person. We’re a people with
stickers on our backs, on our fronts that say, ‘Personality
disorder,’ or ‘Dangerous and severe personality disorder,’
or PDs or mental illness or whatever else, but we’re just
people. . .” (Fred, patient)

Similarly, Jasper said that they are not “these big, bad
patients, we’re just people” that may struggle with their
emotions. Te students saw the patients as people they had
common interests with and empathised with their experi-
ences and circumstances. Hollie spoke of talking to patients
“like anyone else” and not treating them diferently. Molly
said that “not everything revolves about the reason why
they’re there”, that “what they’ve done doesn’t defne them”
and that patients deserve to be treated “just like everybody
else and have a normal conversation”.

Nevertheless, the students were also mindful of the
environment and potential risks with forensic services.
Oliver referred to certain nursing roles being paternalistic
because of the “nature of forensic service[s].” In relation to
this, he considered the balance of professionalism and
having a laugh specifcally.

Perspectives in Psychiatric Care 3
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“I think [a laugh and a joke is] important. A lot of people
don’t think it’s professional, but I think that you can have
a laugh and a joke, totally. . . It’s fun, it’s what makes
everybody happy. . .” (Oliver, student)

As compared to nurses, due to roles that involved them
being in the ofce, students were seen as available by the
patients as they had more time to spend with them. Te
participants identifed that students had more time than
nurses who were seen as “always busy doing stuf” (George)
like paperwork in the ofce.

“I think that is the thing I’ll miss when I qualify. . . at the
moment, everything is all about paperwork, documentation,
and all. Because, inmy placements, I spend a lot of time with
patients. And sometimes I feel that, if I qualify, I might not
be able to do as much as that. . . Because obviously I’ll take
a diferent role and I’ll be doing the paperwork. . . a lot of
nurses now spend time in the ofce and less time on the
wards with the patients. . .” (Julie, student)

3.3. Sponges. Patients identifed students by various terms
depicting that they were new, and these were all used in
a positive manner. Students were designated as “baby lambs”
(David), “sponges”, “baby-os”/“baby fsh”, “fresh and open”
(Fred), and “bright eyed and bushy tailed” (Jasper):

“Tey’re more like sponges. . . they want soak up more
information. . .” (Fred, patient)

David, spoke of students as “baby lambs”, without
prejudice, but as they are exposed to the prejudice of others,
become “sheep” or jaded (Jasper).

“I like it where students haven’t had that prejudice. It’s like
a baby lamb. It’s like, ‘Yes, you’re ready, you can grow up
and whatever else and you can just prance around and
enjoy everything and then you let in prejudices when you
become a sheep.’” (David, patient)

Patient participants viewed the students as having
a more positive attitude as compared to some regular staf
due to them being viewed as learners. Jasper found it “nice to
have a fresh face on the ward” and Fred said how the
students were “willing to learn.” Steven similarly referred to
the impact the students had on the environment by being
new, that they “brighten[ed] the place up” and enabled
conversations. Te patient participants felt students were
more “like us” (George), as compared to “regular” staf
(David, George, Jasper, and Steven), due to associated roles,
time, and boundaries:

. . . “the majority of the nurses spend more time in the
ofce and we notice that more students spend time with
the patients on the foor than in the ofce and stuf, and
that’s nice. We like that spending a bit more time with us
and stuf. . .” (George, patient)

4. Discussion

4.1. Being-With. Heidegger’s notion of Dasein is crucial to
understanding aspects of the time patients and students
share. Te world is an interconnected context of in-
volvements that gives meaning to everything encountered
[55]. Our experience with others gives meaning to us. Dasein
(being-there) is always with others, to exist is to exist-with.
We are always being-with [29]:

Figure 1: Pictorial representation of the fndings.

4 Perspectives in Psychiatric Care
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. . . “the world is always the one that I share with others.
Te world of Dasein is a with-world. Being-in is being-
with others.” [29]

Heidegger’s phenomenology is the phenomenology of
everydayness, the showing and interpretation of Dasein “in
its average everydayness” [29] and its encounters in the
world [30, 56]. We always inhabit a shared world [57], and
the way we exist in the world is always structured and
infuenced by others [58]. We are, by nature, social beings
who share a world, time, and space with others, some near
and some far [33]. On the ontological level, just as Dasein is
never without a world so too it is never without others [29].
“Dasein is essentially for the sake of others” (p. 123/160);
others matter to us [29]. Our relation to others is understood
under the notion of “care” (solicitude), where in being-with
we can leap in for the other. Tis kind of solicitude takes
over, takes away or dominates, in contrast, “there is also the
possibility of a kind of solicitude which does not so much
leap in for the other as leap ahead of him”, and it leaps forth
and liberates [29].

Students and patients share time and space on the forensic
unit, socialising about and in the everyday. Te students and
patients spoke of being-with each other in their own time and
space, where they shared an experience of togetherness,
enabling them to feel they were “just people” (Fred and
Jasper) and had value, which had a lasting impact. Tey
connected with each other creating a bubble (a shared time
and space between students and patients). Steven described
a click he experienced with students when talking about
common interests. Tis click or the connections patients and
students made formed their bubble, despite their experience
of thrownness into the world, the landscape, and assessment.
People diagnosed with a personality disorder have often
experienced trauma when young, which can impact on their
perception of themselves, others, and the world around them
[4]. We are thrown or delivered over into the world and into
life and circumstances, and we exist in the ways made
available by this thrownness [59, 60]. Hence, “we are subject
to things about which we have little if any say” [60].

Te patients and students referred to the value of being
together, “just being around” (George) each other whether
that was watching television together, playing pool, talking,
playing cards, or simply just sat together. Of course, it is
important to acknowledge the potential for students’ neg-
ative feelings during interactions, and authentic meetings
contain both positive and negative feelings [61]. Over-
whelmingly, the participants refected on positive in-
teractions. Tere was something precious for them in just
sitting together [62], being present, experiencing things
together, being-in-the-world, being-with [63]. In the time
shared, they appeared to experience the bubble temporally
and spatially. Te bubble appeared to help them feel human
and feel normal, within the dehumanising setting of the
forensic unit [2]. Tey experienced this temporally and
spatially in that it was their own time and space, not in the
physical or measurable sense (see Steven’s quote in “Just
being around”).

Bergson distinguished between objective time (mea-
sured) and lived time (our inner subjective experience) [64].
Lived time, often overlooked, is felt and acted [64]. Hei-
degger [65] and, more recently, Crowther et al. [66] discuss
kairos as an existential temporal experience that is rich in
signifcant meaning, rarely spoken about yet touches those
present. It involves shared connectedness [66], as the par-
ticipants experienced. Van Manen [67] describes lived time
(temporality) as felt experience, an ontological phenome-
non. It is a moment of life altering possibilities [66], as the
students opened for the patients.

In their bubble, there was a meeting of two lifeworlds
[68, 69]. Welch [70] and Stockmann [71] describe such
bringing together of lifeworlds as presence, embodying past
experiences. Rask and Brunt [68] describe it as two people
meeting in a “common sphere” that they both experience (p.
170), resonating with the bubble metaphor. Tis shared
“sphere” or bubble aligns with Merleau-Ponty’s [72] de-
scription of the “between” in interpersonal relationships, or
as Gendlin [73] describes a “crossing” or “dipping” (p. 547).
Such metaphors can be used to explore therapeutic en-
counters, providing rich imagery for making sense of ex-
periences [74, 75]. “Metaphor is for most people a device of
the poetic imagination and the rhetorical fourish—a matter
of extraordinary rather than ordinary language” [76]. Tey
are often used in mental health nursing [74, 75, 77, 78] and
are indebted to the phenomenological tradition [76].

Connecting with patients is something done in every-
dayness and often unnoticed, despite its importance [79].
Mental health nursing is embedded in the everydayworld [80],
the focus of [29] Being and Time. Arguably, nursing aligns
with Heidegger’s phenomenology, and being-with is thus
a crucial phenomenon which lies at the very core of relational
elements of nursing and caring [81–83]. However, Deacon
et al. [84] argue it is difcult to articulate the being-with
process in nursing and the skills invovled, hence the role of
being-with has been overlooked in previous mental health
research. Tis is despite Schmid [85] positing that mental
illness represents a fundamental disturbance of being-with,
particularly for patients with a diagnosis of personality dis-
order, whomay fnd difculties in connecting with others [86].

An essential element to the participants’ connectedness
was humour. “Having a laugh”, a joke, or “banter” was of
great value to participants, helping them feel normal in the
abnormal place of the forensic unit, a key aspect of the use of
humour [87]. We, as Dasein, are always situated and ex-
periencing human connectedness [88]. Being-with is Hei-
degger’s analysis of connectedness, and it is Dasein’s
openness to fellow humans. In their bubble, they shared
a common humanity, identifying with each other on the
same level [89, 90], not as student and patient but as people
liberated from identities, roles, and structures. As remarked
by Fred and Jasper, inpatients in two diferent hospitals:
“we’re just people.”

It is essential for students to see the person in front of
them, not the diagnostic label they carry [91–93], to negate
associated stigma [94]. It is also important to acknowledge
a persons’ thrownness into the world [29, 30], our

Perspectives in Psychiatric Care 5
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enculturation into a shared community [95]. Hence, the
importance of formulation; a psychologically informed
structured process for making sense of a person’s distress,
attempting to understand the person, their past experiences
and infuences that impact on their present [12].

Patients carrying a personality disorder diagnosis are
likely to have experienced adverse childhood experiences
(ACEs) [96, 97]. Moreover, patients in forensic settings may
originate from the most deprived societies with high ex-
perience of abuse, neglect, and insecure attachments [98].
Tus, their thrownness is into a traumatic world. Impor-
tantly, as Julie disclosed, the students may have also expe-
rienced trauma [99]. Lack of understanding of the dynamics
of personal trauma may impact on the nurses’ ability to
interact in a meaningful and safe way with patients [61, 100].

Our past shapes who we are and infuences our present
and future selves [30, 101]. Heidegger [29] emphasised we
may inhabit the world diferently to others due to our
experiences. Tough there was the experience of the
bubble where patients and students identifed each other
as people, students also empathised with the historical
experiences of patients in addition to their experiences in
hospital. Such understandings can manage reactions of
blame, while acknowledging responsibility [102]. In rec-
ognising the person as a person while understanding their
past experiences, such empathy and appreciation of
thrownness can help reduce othering practices [103]. Te
patients and students recognised their shared humanity
despite unique experiences of thrownness [29] and in-
dividual realities [104].

Being-with, shared laughter, and connecting over
common interests fostered therapeutic relationships. Tese
relationships, or whatever term is used, are composed of
connectedness [105]. In the time patients and students
shared, they were being-with, connecting over common
interests, forming their bubble where they felt a sense of
mutual recognition of humanness and togetherness. Such
experiences of therapeuticness (leaping-ahead) can be at
times in confict with focus on professionalism, control, and
risk aversion (leaping-in), hence the development of balance
of therapeuticness (Figure 2).

4.2. Leaping-In and Leaping-Ahead. On the one hand,
leaping-in [29] is signifed with fear, legal accountability, and
risk aversion and on the other empowering, ordinary, and
mundane humane relating (leaping-ahead). Tere has been
limited exploration of such a balance for students, except for
specifc considerations of humour [106], empathy [107], or
self-disclosure [108]. Students do not hold the label of
professional [109]; however, there is an expectation of them
to behave in a certainmanner [106, 110] and closeness can be
determined by professionalism expectations [111]. For often
new and unconfdent nurses, the balance can be daunting
[112].

Tis balance is shown in the balance of therapeuticness
(Figure 2), which signifes the balance between managing risk
and safety linked to the custodial environment while being
therapeutic and supporting recovery/discovery. Te term

“therapeuticness” encompasses the experience of care and
therapeutic practices, being-with, the mundane every day,
recognition, use of self, and so forth, while custody and risk
encompass restrictive identities and roles, professionalism,
boundaries, power constructs, and so forth. Terapeuticness
involves a holistic approach that is therapeutic, an all-
encompassing supportive and humane approach that lives
through everyday stuf, sharing common interests, enabling
the creation of a bubble and recognition of humanity. Al-
though there may appear two sides, two opposing ideologies
[81, 113], or opposing forces [114] and many view custody
and care as binary opposition [46], there is in reality com-
plexity and interaction between the two. Tey are more like
a seesaw [115] and fexible. For example, ensuring appropriate
boundaries is essential for consistency, which is vital when
supporting patients carrying a personality disorder diagnosis
[25, 116]. Terefore, leaping-in is not necessarily wrong, and
it is, of course, needed in some situations, hence the depiction
of a balance rather than one side or the other, there needs to
be both, and staf and students can weather the ride (as
identifed by David) in achieving this balance.

Leaping-in, phenomenologically, means to take over or to
take away care from the other [29, 30, 117], to dominate, or
disempower [81]. It shows itself in the focus on medical
professionalism that often deters staf from authentic and
empathic connections [118]. Such approaches restrict and
restrain the body while the self is ignored [118]. Participants in
Gilburt et al.’s study [119] refected that staf wielding of power
and control was due to fear of accountability, against a political
and policy backdrop of criticism and scrutiny [120, 121]
heightening focus on professionalism and risk aversion
[106, 122]. Such political demands increase the tensions ex-
perienced [123, 124]. Due to such concerns around account-
ability, services and staf become risk averse, now a defning
feature of mental health settings [125]. Cofey et al. [126] argue
in a risk averse culture, bureaucracy becomes justifed, such as
paperwork which limits actual engagement with patients, as
refected in this study. Te therapeutic role of the nurse can be
lost and replaced by custodial roles [103]. Staf experience
oppressive expectations to complete paperwork with threat of
managerial disapproval [125]. Tough, despite the importance
of engagement, lack of engagement does not meet the same
disapproval as incomplete paperwork. A focus on such aspects
of professionalism is unfulflling for staf and patients, while
therapeuticness is most fulflling, clearly evident for study
participants and their sense of recognition and humanness,
despite set roles, identities, and the landscape.

Opposing paternalism and risk aversion, leaping-ahead
empowers, and it enables [29, 30].

. . .“there is also the possibility of a kind of solicitude
which does not so much leap in for the other as leap ahead
of him in his existential potentiality-for-being, not in
order to take away his ‘care’ but rather to give it back to
him. . .” [29]

It frees others to move towards their possibilities
[29, 127]. It is a collaborative mutual partnership, valuing
shared knowledge and promoting growth [117, 128].

6 Perspectives in Psychiatric Care
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Ordinary and humane relating is the catalyst for the bubble
and recognition between students and patients, thus en-
abling patients’ sense of self and the growth of relationships
[118, 129]. Humanity is demonstrated with mutual un-
derstanding and connections which ensure patient and staf
relationships are more equal [124], as found in this study.

Generally, students were perceived as leaping-ahead;
they were “always there” (Fred) and available compared
to other ward staf, who were identifed as not available and
“always busy” (George), for example, doing paperwork.Tey
were physically present but not available due to such roles.
Nurses are not seen as readily available to patients, with lack
of time being a major obstacle [130, 131], with nurses too
busy to talk, despite its importance [105, 118, 130, 132, 133].
Students are, of course, expected to complete paperwork,
such as assessments, care plans, and formulations as part of
their learning experience [24]. However, they do not have
the same scope of practice, roles, and responsibilities as
qualifed nurses, hence less “paperwork” andmore time with
patients, as noticed by participants in this study. Teir ex-
pected education outcomes on such placements as forensic
units can include, for example, engaging in the day-to-day
routines of the ward, connecting with and supporting pa-
tients, engaging in assessment and care planning, leading
meetings, and working with the multidisciplinary team [24].
Such is agreed upon by the student and their practice as-
sessor as aligned with their year of study and opportunities
in the placement area.

4.3. Holder of Keys. Students were viewed positively as
“sponges” (Fred), soaking up learning. Teir limited expe-
rience to manage challenging situations was weighed against
reduced risk of having negative ingrained views or becoming
holder of keys, part of the workforce (the one). Despite
complexity in comparisons made, there is hope when stu-
dents become holder of keys as regular staf they can
“weather the ride” (David) by focusing on the everyday
mundane, being-with and connecting with patients to create
the bubble (leaping-ahead).

Although students may be inexperienced or novice
(Benner, 1984/2001), this is outweighed by them being
“sponges” (Fred) and learners without ingrained or “jaded”
attitudes (Jasper). Conversely, Benner [134] argued that
novice nurses have problems seeing the patient individually
and are more focused on practical tasks as compared to the
expert nurse. In contrast to Benner’s [134] assumptions, this
study found that ‘regular’ nurses or ‘experts’ were holder of
keys, seen as having a less desirable approach and less time
than students to spend with patients. Te students were
identifed positively as “sponges” but could become encul-
turated in the landscape to holder of keys (the one; [29]) as
fully fedged nurses. In this regard, they assume decision-
making responsibilities (leaping-in), must maintain pro-
fessionalism, and due to this become increasingly, spatially,
and temporally distant from patients. Te keys signifed
power, a physical representation of custodial role. Tus,
material objects like keys, or physical objects like doors

Figure 2: Balance of therapeuticness.

Perspectives in Psychiatric Care 7
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[135], take symbolic form in the practice of territorialisation,
wherein boundaries are set [89, 136]. “Real power lies with
the one who holds a ward key” [137]. Such objects do not
implicitly hold meaning, and this must be conferred by
human beings [30].

As human beings, we are always being-with others and
subject to cultural norms, as part of the one, as Heidegger
[29] described Das Man. In our everyday lives, we do what
“one” does according to culturally accepted norms [138].
Students are “sponges” that can be infuenced by others and
conform to become the one in the forensic landscape.
Students can experience fallenness to become the one when
they become holder of keys. Heidegger [29] wrote about
being caught up in the world and ignoring our Dasein, which
he calls “fallenness,” where we are rendered inauthentic
[139]. When inauthentic, we are conforming and adopting
what others do without challenging why. By doing this every
day, we experience a state of fallenness. By the individual
taking more agency over their life and questioning what they
do, they are making their own decisions and being authentic.
Heidegger makes it clear inauthenticity is a state of coping
and people may become fallen to be absorbed in the one (Das
Man) as a way of coping in the world. Being authentic is to be
our own, which could be a lonely place. It is not about being
morally good or doing the right thing, it is living as identifed
as one’s own [29].

Tere is a transition from learners with time to share
with patients, valued because they were unpaid, to being
paid, busy, and no longer learners. Te patients spoke of this
transition from student to nurse as “baby lambs” (David) (in
a positive sense) becoming “sheep” (David) (the one). Tis
was in the sense that baby lambs are full of life, bright, and
eager to learn as compared with sheep, following the crowd.
Patients can view students as unwritten sheets, without
prejudice [21].

When the transition to regular staf occurs, students
appeared as fallen [29] through becoming accepted into the
wider workforce culture (the one). Teir state of fallenness is
indicative of enculturation [117], becoming inauthentic as
holder of keys. Conversely, some staf may feel authentic as
holder of keys. Heidegger [29] was careful to posit, fallenness
as not necessarily a negative state, rather inauthenticity was
an essential way of being-in-the-world, a way of coping:

“Being which belongs to everydayness; we call this the
‘falling.’ Tis term does not express any negative eval-
uation. . . ‘Fallenness’ into the ‘world’ means an
absorption.” [29]

Te one articulates the referential totality; in other
words, conforming as the one helps us make sense of cultural
norms and function in society [56, 81]. However, Heidegger
(1927/2019) also understood fear feeds inauthenticity and
following the one can close possibilities. A person hiding
behind a facade to protect themselves from what is feared
can be described as inauthentic [127]. Fear of litigation, risk
and accountability, and the systems staf are governed by
close possibility and enforce a state of fallenness to the
workforce. Tis state of fear fuels an inauthentic existence

for healthcare staf [95]. Conversely, in taking risks and
embracing possibility ofers opportunity for a meaningful
existence [140], which is what sets us apart from everything
else as humans; we create space for new things [141], like the
bubble created by the students and patients. Being a risk
taker enables discovery of new things about the world. By
leaping-ahead and not leaping-in [29], students balanced
therapeuticness over professionalism, embracing possibility
and taking risks. In confronting situations, we open our-
selves up to the best version of ourselves [142]. In this state,
we are free, comfortable, and relaxed and truly being-in-the-
world (Heidegger, 1927/2019). However, this creates vul-
nerability and tension between conforming and in-
dividualism [101].

Tough Heidegger (1927/2019) was careful to refect fall-
enness as a way of coping in a world of cultural norms, he also
referred to the dehumanising impact of mindless conformity,
destroying what is great and unique about us as Dasein [101].
So, although students may fall to become holder of keys (the
one), they are coping in the world and can “weather the ride”
(David) and resist mindless conformity. However, as patient
participants depict, there are nurses and support workers who
mindlessly conform or become cognitively dissonant [144].
Tey become thoroughly conditioned into roles of regular staf,
absorbed by cultural traditions and practices of healthcare, and
cannot see this [140]. Tey “become lost in an anonymous,
formless, and inauthentic ‘they-ness’” [95]. Tomson [95]
similarly found healthcare staf can operate in a state of in-
authenticity, enforcing rules and standards commensurate with
hospital cultures. In the state ofmindlessly conforming, staf do
not take risks, restrict possibilities, and adhere to identities
rather than demonstrate recognition of humanness and
therapeuticness. Tey give up part of themselves to take the
part of the nurse.

4.4. “Weather[ing] the Ride”: Managing the Balance. Of
course, as Tomson [95] refects, compliance with rules
(becoming the holder of keys) does not always point to
mindless conformity. Despite complexity in general com-
parisons, there is hope when students become holder of keys
that they can “weather the ride” by focusing on the everyday
mundane and connecting with patients to (re)create bubbles.
Encouragingly, students can be creative and innovative
within the landscape, balancing therapeuticness and pro-
fessionalism, challenging norms and behaviour of the one.
Refective practice, supervision, patient involvement, and
feedback challenge mindless conformity [89, 117]. En-
couraging students to refect on their practice is essential in
cultivating critical and analytical thinking [145].

In this study, student participants recognised patients as
people, “like anyone else” (Hollie). Students’ humanising
views are heartening as they can help reclaim the humanity
of those designated personality disordered [146], a turn
congruent with trauma-informed understandings of care
[18] and relational practice [11]. Patients reciprocally saw the
students as “like us” (Steven) demonstrating mutual rec-
ognition. More holistic approaches and focus on social
nurturing (therapeuticness/leaping-ahead) as compared to

8 Perspectives in Psychiatric Care
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control (leaping-in) need to be balanced as they can sig-
nifcantly afect forensic service care and patients’ satisfac-
tion and ultimately quality of life. We must negotiate the
balance between therapeuticness and control.

5. Strengths and Limitations

“Imperfection is a gift” [30]

Qualitative research aims to explore and illuminate phe-
nomena, not make generalisable fndings. By reducing
a person to measurable units disregards their own context of
possibilities and their complex, colourful, and rich lives [30].
Nevertheless, this is one study in medium forensic services
for men (across two sites in the North of England), it may
not be representative of other areas, and thus, further re-
search would bring added insights into this minimally
researched area. Incorporation of preunderstandings (Hei-
degger, 1927/2019) and prejudices (Gadamer, 1967/1976) is
a strength of hermeneutic research. Tis ontological project
was concerned with understanding lived experiences and
bringing commonalities to light [147]. Te project main-
tained research rigor through refective logs, focused su-
pervision, and robust data collection and analysis.

6. Recommendations

(1) Call to all in practice to foster and value just being-
with, spend time having a laugh, or just talking to
build connections.

(2) Further research on the experience of humour be-
tween patients and students in forensic settings.

(3) Exploration of nurses’ and patients’ experiences of
sharing time in forensic personality disorder units.
Joint and individual interviews could be considered.

(4) Specifc exploration of experiences of the balance of
therapeuticness and professionalism for students,
other staf, and patients is warranted. Also, explo-
ration of the experiences of the transition from
student to nurse and the impact on time with pa-
tients and the concept of holder of keys.

7. Conclusion

Te fndings illuminate that when students and patients
shared time together they were being-with in their own time
and space, where they shared an experience of togetherness,
enabling them to feel that they were “just people” and valued,
which had lasting impact. Interpersonal connections created
a bubble: a special shared time and space, despite experi-
ences of thrownness into the world and landscape, or the
bearing of diagnostic labels. Together, the participants en-
gaged in the mundane every day, sharing activities, con-
necting over common interests, and having a laugh.Te time
students and patients shared together powerfully impacted
on their sense of humanness, value, and worth.

Students experienced a balance between therapeutic-
ness (leaping-ahead) and professionalism (leaping-in).
Terapeuticness involved an all-encompassing, support-
ive, and humane approach via everyday being-with, cre-
ating a bubble and enabling recognition. Professionalism
encompassed risk aversion, restricting identities and roles,
and power constructs. Students were viewed as “sponges,”
as available unpaid learners, elements not fully present for
other staf due to set roles. Students can become holder of
keys on becoming staf and, however, can “weather the
ride” by focusing on the everyday mundane, being-with
and connecting with patients to create bubbles.

Tis article is a call to all to foster the mundane, the
everyday and recognise the humanity in others. Student
nurses can balance therapeuticness and professionalism, be
themselves, have a laugh, and be with patients. Tis article is
a message of hope for people residing in often dehumanising
settings, who may have experienced thrownness, trauma,
and othering, that they can experience humanity and have
worth and value.

To students, the time you share is powerful, beautiful,
and a gift to patients. To patients, the time you share is
powerful, beautiful, and a gift to students.

“We’re just people after all” (Fred, patient)
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